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X-ray lithography is one of the most promising pattern-printing
technology for future VLSI. Ho'wever, since the patterns on a few pm thick
film are projected. onto a sample by the proximity printing method, it is
not easy to fabrieate such a thin film pattern mask and al-so it is impossible to demagnify the patterns. +dditionally, if we use X-rays of
wavel-ength longer than several--tens A, which make X-ray resists more
sensitive and. also which are obtainable by using a low-cost synchrotron
machine, it will be getting even more d.ifficult to fabricate pattern masks
d"ue to the i-ncrease of X-ray absorption in the films.

This paper is to propose a new X-ray lithographie system which uses
no thin film masks and in which circuit patterns can be demagnified. And.
this is also to demonstrate the experimentat results lrhich eonfirm the
validity of the principle of this new system.
Tn the present new system, the d.ifferenee between the critical- angle
for total refl-ection of X-rays from heavy materials such as gold anil- that
from light materials such as sillcon is utilized. A hard pattern plate is
used- instead of using the conventional transparent thin-film pattern masks.
In the pattern plate, the pattern pictures are d.rawn by a healry materialon a hard. substrate of a light material. The image of patterns is projected. onto a sample by the total- refl-eetion of X-rays from a pattern plate'
when the incid-ent angle of the X-ray to the pattern plate is ehosen at a
value smaller than the critical- angle of total refl-ection from hear,6r
material- of patterns but larger than that from light material- of substrate.
In this system, the refl-ected- pattern image is d.emagnified only oned-imensionally by the sine of incident angle. However, tr,ro-d-imensionald.emagnification is also possible, when the pattern plate in which the
pattern pictures are already d.emagnified. al-ong one right direction is used.
The nresent new system is schematically illustrated- in Fig.1. To
minimize the j-nfluence of d.iffraction and. d-ivergence of ineident X-rays,
a focusing mj-rror with go1d. surface is placed between the pattern plate
and the sample. Figure 2 d.emonstrates the experimental- result for the
contrast between reflected X-ray from gold and that from silicon as a
funclion of incident angle of X-rays. Here, CuKo X-ray of wavel-ength of
f.5 fi. is used. This figure implies that the contiast of pattern image over
\OO can be obtained. if the patterns are drawn by gold on silicon wafers
and also if the ineid.ent angle of X-rays is chosen at 0.5o. This value of
contrast appears enough, since that of the conventi-onal technique using
thin-film pattern masks is 1O to 100. Figure 3, a) and b) show the photomicrographs of original pattern plate and the demagnified projected
patterns, respectively. It is found. that the line-and space-patterns of
210 Umwid.th is demagnified by the sine of incident angle 0.5o, that is,
l/1f0. Here, the d.i_stance L in Fig.1 is set at TT mm, And i.f the focusing
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mirror is not attached., the projected patterns are blurred by both the
d.iffraction and the divergence of refl-ected- X-rays, &s shown in Fig.l, e).
In this case, just to check the vafid-ity of idea of the present new system,
X-ray fifms are used. instead of resist-eoated samples. The patterns less
than I Um size is not elearly taken by mierographs because of the l-imit of
the spatial resol-uti-on in X-ray fil-ms. Figure )+ shows the demagnified
proiected. patterns of an original pattern whose size is a half of that
shown in Fig.J, a). It is found- that the demagnified. printing l-ess than lpm is al-so possible by the present system, although the pattern itself
appears rough because of the resofution of x-ray films.
From these studies, the following are conclud.ed.l
1) The d.emagnified. projection printing whose dimension is l-ess than l um
is possible by using the present new lithographic system, vhich uses no
thin'-fifm pattern masks but util-izes the total refl-ection of X-rays from

a hard. pattern plate.

2) The d.iffraction and the d.ivergenee of X-rays can be avoided. by using a
proper focusing mirror to make fine projected patterns.
3) Aceording to our theoretical- estlmation, the d.emagnified. printing of
d.imension of 0.1 pm is al-so possible if a proper focusing mirror is used..
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Fig.3, a) Original pattern, b) demagnified pattern, and. c)
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projected. pattern without using
a focusing mirror.
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Fig.2 The contrast as a function of
incid.ent X-ray
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Fle.h Demagnified line- and spaeepatterns less than 1 um size.
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